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Abstract: The Venusian geological features are poorly gravity-resolved, and the state of the core is
not well constrained, preventing an understanding of Venus’ cooling history. The EnVision candidate
mission to the ESA’s Cosmic Vision Programme consists of a low-altitude orbiter to investigate
geological and atmospheric processes. The gravity experiment aboard this mission aims to determine
Venus’ geophysical parameters to fully characterize its internal structure. By analyzing the radiotracking data that will be acquired through daily operations over six Venusian days (four Earth’s
years), we will derive a highly accurate gravity field (spatial resolution better than ~170 km), allowing
detection of lateral variations of the lithosphere and crust properties beneath most of the geological
features. The expected 0.3% error on the Love number k2 , 0.1◦ error on the tidal phase lag and 1.4%
error on the moment of inertia are fundamental to constrain the core size and state as well as the
mantle viscosity.
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1. Introduction
Why Venus and Earth evolved so differently remains an open issue. The geological
history of Venus is the most unknown among the terrestrial planets, preventing a full
understanding of the processes that led to its current state. The primary objectives of the
EnVision mission, candidate of the M5 call of the ESA’s Cosmic Vision Programme, are
to determine whether Venus is geologically active today and the possible atmospheric
signature of this activity and its interior structure [1]. The knowledge of the planetary
interior is needed to better constrain its cooling history [2–5] and its geological evolution.
Since there is a lack of seismic data of moon(s) and of a global magnetic field, the unique
way to constrain Venus’ interior from core to crust is to determine an accurate and wellresolved gravity field and some dynamical information, such as the precession rate of its
rotation axis.
The current solution of the Venus gravity field was determined from the radio tracking
data of the NASA Magellan spacecraft [6,7] and additionally the Pioneer Venus Orbiter
(PVO) [8,9] (the Venus Express spacecraft was almost not tracked during the lowest altitude part of its orbit, not allowing improvement of the resolution of the Magellan/PVO
solution [10,11]). This recovered gravity field shows a non-uniform spatial resolution
ranging from 540 to 170 km, preventing the full detection of the gravity signal induced
by lithospheric loads, as well as crustal density and thickness variations. To improve the
quality of Venus’ gravity, it is fundamental to better understand the geological history of
the planet [12]. In addition, our knowledge of the tidal component of the gravity field (i.e.,
the tidal Love number k2 ) is limited by an uncertainty of 22% [13], which is not accurate
enough to draw conclusions about Venus’ deep interior structure, e.g., whether the core is
solid (viscous) or liquid, what is its size and what is the viscosity of the mantle [14]. An
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accurate estimation of these geophysical quantities would help to constrain the cooling history of the planet. Moreover, the gravity and the topography data can be used to estimate
the crustal and elastic lithosphere thicknesses [12,15,16]. However, the spatial resolution
of the gravity field solution from Magellan tracking data is below degree and order 70
(i.e., longer than 270 km) for almost half of the planet, yielding uncertainties in the crustal
and lithosphere structure estimates [3]. The determination of the lithosphere thickness,
especially of its elastic core, is important because it can be used to estimate the surface heat
flux; this parameter is a key element in the thermal evolution of a planet [17,18].
Venus’ surface exhibits several specific geological structures that are of interest to
understand its past evolution; for instance, coronae, which are circular volcano-tectonic
features commonly associated with plume-lithosphere interactions, that might be the
location of subduction initiation [19]. Studying the evolution of these structures is then of
deep interest to understand Venus’ lithospheric rejuvenation. A recent geomorphological
analysis has shown that several tens of coronae might be active today [20]. However,
as pointed out by [21], only 25% of the coronae are gravity well-resolved. The average
diameter of these features is about 210 km, and they are spread all over the globe [22],
highlighting the importance of uniformizing the spatial resolution of the gravity field from
Magellan to a value lower than 200 km.
The geophysical goals of the radio science experiment aboard EnVision are thus the
determination of a uniform high-resolution gravity field to resolve anomalies associated
with the geological features across the entire planet. Improved coverage of the planet
will allow us to achieve an accuracy of the tidal Love number k2 better than 3%, which is
required to better constrain the Venus’ mantle viscosity and composition (iron content)
as well as the state of its core, by ruling out some combinations of these parameters in
the current models of Venus interior [14]. The EnVision mission has two advantages with
respect to the Magellan mission to meet these objectives: twice longer mission duration
and twice better Doppler precision.
Here, we present numerical simulations of the EnVision gravity experiment to assess
the quality of the Venus gravity solution that can be reached. Section 2 of this paper presents
this experiment as currently designed; Section 3 displays the methodology to simulate
this experiment; Section 4 shows the expected improvement of the Venusian gravity field
and of the knowledge of the interior structure of the planet. Section 5 summarizes the
main results.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. The EnVision Gravity Experiment
The main technique to determine the gravity field of planets is based on the precise
reconstruction of the motion of one or several orbiting spacecraft [8,23,24]. The Precise
Orbit Determination (POD) process consists of fitting the dynamical model of the spacecraft
motion to the radio-tracking data. The radiometric data are collected by Earth-based deep
space stations [25] that enable the telecommunications to measure the Doppler shift of
the radio-link carrier frequency. The spatial resolution and accuracy of the gravity field
solution depend on the precision and coverage of the tracking measurements, as well as on
the accuracy of the dynamical model and the spacecraft’s orbital altitude.
The EnVision spacecraft orbit is an elliptical orbit with an altitude range between
220 km and 515 km and an inclination of 88 degrees allowing for high-resolution mapping
of the Venus gravity field. The EnVision gravity experiment relies on the two-way radio
link established on daily passages of at least 3.5 h long to guarantee the data download
required by the EnVision payload. A very stable reference X-band frequency (at 7.1 GHz)
is generated at the ground station and sent to the spacecraft, which then sends back
to the station a coherent downlink frequency (X-band at 8.4 GHz) thanks to the radiotransponder of the spacecraft telecommunication system. An additional Ka-band downlink
coherent frequency (32 GHz) is also sent back to Earth to support the telemetry volume
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requirements. This two-way X/X-Ka radio link provides a precise Doppler tracking of the
EnVision spacecraft over the six Venusian days of the mission science phase.
2.2. Methodology of Simulations
2.2.1. EnVision Doppler Noise Budget
The main source of noise in the X-band Doppler measurements between a Venusian
spacecraft and the Earth is the electron content fluctuations of the interplanetary plasma
along the propagation path of the radio wave (i.e., phase scintillation [26]). The noise
amplitude depends on the Sun-Probe-Earth (SPE) angle: the smaller this angle is, the
closer the radio-path to the solar corona is and the larger the noise is. Models enable the
characterization of this noise [27], but only a multi-frequency link would enable a full
calibration [28]. The EnVision tracking system provides a dual-frequency on the downlink
only; thus, the plasma noise on the uplink remains. A floor value of 0.027 mm/s at 10 s
Doppler count time is reached around inferior conjunctions (i.e., Venus is between the
Sun and the Earth, Table A1), then increases toward superior conjunctions (i.e., the Sun
is between the Earth and Venus), as a dominant source in the Doppler noise budget at
SPE angles lower than 20 degrees (i.e., >0.1 mm/s, see Table A1). Solar conjunctions
occur with a synodic period of 584 Earth days; therefore, two or three periods during
the mission timespan (i.e., 1458 Earth days) will be characterized by high radio tracking
noise, depending on the mission starting date with respect to the first superior conjunction
(Figure A1).
In addition to the interplanetary plasma, other sources of propagation noise have
to be taken into account due to the charged particles of the Earth’s ionosphere and the
propagation delay in the neutral atmosphere (troposphere). A calibration system using
GNSS technics at the ESTRACK ground stations corrects the tropospheric effect with a
residual error of 0.022 mm/s (see Table A1 and [29]). The same technics can also remove the
ionosphere effect almost entirely. An additional source of noise is due to the frequency stability of the spacecraft radio-transponder. The current EnVision spacecraft design foresees
a stability of 0.024 mm/s (Table A1), which is to be considered as a worse case compared
to the Rosetta and Cassini transponders (1.7 and 4.3 times better, respectively [28]). However, it does not dominate the Doppler noise budget even at inferior conjunction periods
(Table A1). Lower-level residual noise is due to the ground station Frequency and Time
System [30] and its mechanical stability (Table A1 and [31]). The end-to-end Doppler noise
budget, based on Table A1, is displayed in Figure A1 for the current design of the nominal
science phase of the EnVision mission starting on 15 June 2035. It shows a total floor noise
of 0.043 mm/s around the inferior conjunction periods and increases up to about 2.2 mm/s
at the superior conjunction periods (Figure A1). The highest noise level is due to the
interplanetary plasma effect, which largely dominates the other sources of noise around
the superior solar conjunction in X-band and can reach a couple of mm/s due to the largest
electron density fluctuations in the solar corona (see Figure 1 in [28]). For comparison, the
X/X Doppler tracking data of Magellan had an average noise of around 0.1 mm/s at 10 s
count time outside the superior conjunction period (see Figure 1 in [9]).
2.2.2. The EnVision Orbital Motion
An accurate dynamical model of the spacecraft orbital motion is also important to
determine the gravity field of the planet [9,11,32–35]. Thorough modeling of all the forces
driving the orbital motion of the EnVision spacecraft is taken into account. The primary
effect is induced by Venus’ gravitational force, including the tides exerted by the Sun on
the planet (i.e., potential Love number k2 ). The Love number k2 has a real part and an
imaginary part to take into account the tidal amplitude and the effect of the tidal phase lag,
respectively (e.g., IERS conventions [36]). The Magellan/PVO gravity solution, expanded
up to degree and order 180, and its associated Love number k2 are assumed as initial
knowledge in our simulations. We assumed a value of 0.295 for the real part and of 0.0059
for the imaginary part (i.e., tidal phase lag angle of 0.58◦ , corresponding to the median
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value of the tidal dissipation factor Q values, expected from recent Venus interior structure
models that assume various mantle composition, temperature and viscosity, as presented
in [14]: see Figure 4 for this reference and Table A2). The gravitational perturbations
induced on the spacecraft motion by the other planets of the solar system are also taken
into account using a point-mass representation and planetary ephemerides [37].
The non-gravitational forces acting on the faces of the spacecraft include the atmospheric drag and the radiation pressure from the Sun and the planetary albedo and infra-red
emission. A single value of the albedo and of the infra-red emission are here considered.
We used the VTS3 model [38] for the density of the Venusian atmosphere at the altitudes
of the EnVision spacecraft. To compute these non-gravitational forces, we used a cannonball shape model with a surface-to-mass ratio of 0.007 m2 /kg, which is representative of
modern spacecraft design.
The numerical integration is performed by using these force models (hereafter initial
model) over 365 successive 4-day-long data-arcs to cover the 6 Venusian days or cycles
duration of the EnVision mission science phase. The initial state vector at the beginning
of each data-arc is taken from the current design of the orbit of the EnVision spacecraft
around Venus.
On the basis of this orbit computation, Doppler tracking data are simulated on a
daily basis of 3.5 h, and the Doppler noise is modeled as white Gaussian noise with a
standard deviation that accounts for the total budget and variabilities due to the SPE angle
(Section 2.2.1).
2.2.3. Simulations of the Precise Orbit Determination Process
A comprehensive set of numerical simulations is reported to support the scientific
investigation of the EnVision gravity experiment. The numerical simulations were carried
out independently with the software Géodésie par Intégrations Numériques Simultanées (GINS)
developed by the French space agency CNES [10,33] and GEODYN [39]. The simulation
of the POD process consists first in building Doppler measurements on the basis of the
perturbation of the initial force model (hereafter perturbed model) and the Doppler noise
budget described in Section 2.2.1. The perturbed force model takes into account as faithfully
as possible the inaccuracies of the force models leading to a realistic simulation of the
gravity experiment.
The gravity field is perturbed by applying errors statistically modeled through Normal
distributions with a standard deviation of 1-sigma uncertainty of the Magellan/PVO
gravity solution [9] for each spherical harmonic coefficient. The real part of the Love number
k2 is set to 0.1, and the imaginary part to zero. Furthermore, each non-gravitational force
accounts for errors by scaling randomly the initial model through a Normal distribution
with a mean value of 1 (e.g., initial model) and a realistic standard deviation. The radiation
forces are perturbed with a 0.03 standard deviation to consider possible inaccuracies in the
spacecraft modeling (e.g., attitude, thermo-optical coefficients of the spacecraft panels) and
in the radiation models. The standard deviation for the atmospheric drag is 0.3, which is
representative of the average fluctuations of the Venusian thermosphere density observed
on the day side (~5%) and night side (~50%) and is also representative of its day-to-day
variability at 130–140 km [40]. This standard deviation is a worse case since the atmospheric
density is lower at the EnVision orbital altitudes (>220 km).
A further source of dynamical errors is due to Wheel-off-Loading (WoL) maneuvers
required to desaturate the reaction wheels used for the attitude control. These maneuvers
may lead to uncompensated residual velocities caused by possible thrusters’ misalignment.
A maximum residual velocity ∆V of 1 mm/s (uniformly distributed on the along-track,
cross-track and radial directions) is predicted for the current EnVision spacecraft design.
These effects are modeled by adjusting the thrust resulting from the impulsive ∆V [41] at
each daily maneuver, occurring before a tracking period to enable a correct adjustment of this
residual ∆V effect. This scenario is in line with the requirements of the mission operations.
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The discrepancies between the perturbed and initial (Section 2.2.2) model-based Doppler
data are then used to perform a least-squares fit of the force models by adjusting a set
of parameters of these models. This fit is performed on each 4-day data-arc through a
weighting of the Doppler data based on the assumed noise model (Section 2.2.1). A normal
matrix is obtained for each arc, which contains the partial derivatives of the Doppler
measurement with respect to local parameters for each arc and global parameters common
to all arcs. The local parameters include a scale factor for the drag force and the radiation
pressure force, the initial state vector and the three components of the residual thrust
generated at each WoL event. The global parameters are the spherical harmonic coefficients
of the gravity field to degree and order 180 and the Love number k2 (real part) and its
phase (imaginary part). The global solution is retrieved by combining the normal matrices
of all the 365 simulated 4-day-arcs, which cover 6 of Venus’ entire cycles, to estimate both
local and global parameters.
3. Results
We performed numerical simulations of the EnVision gravity experiment by accounting for a realistic scenario of the gravity experiment. Our results support the enhancements
in the estimation of Venus’ gravity field that can be achieved with the current radio science
and mission configuration.
The drag scale factor is estimated for each arc with an average value of 1 ± 0.017
(1-sigma) over the mission timespan, showing that the initial drag acceleration is precisely
retrieved in spite of an a priori perturbation of 30%. The average value of the estimated
solar pressure scale factor is 1 ± 0.019 (1-sigma). This is a small improvement with respect
to the 3% a priori perturbation, but the adjustment of this force generally displays such
a performance [32,33]. The estimated residual thrust at each WoL event corresponds to
residual ∆V solutions, which have accuracies better than 20%.
The estimated spherical harmonic coefficients of the gravity field up to degree and
order 180, including the Love number k2 (real and imaginary part), and their formal
uncertainties (or errors) are shown in Table A3 to assess the performance of the future
EnVision gravity experiment.
The quality of the estimated gravity field is interpreted in terms of spatial resolution
(i.e., degree strength) and uncertainty. The degree strength is the harmonic degree beyond
which the error spectra is larger than the power spectra. Both spectra are computed with
the root mean square values of all the coefficients and errors at each harmonic degree [42].
To map the spatial resolution, the local degree strength is computed from the spatially
projected error of the gravity solution following the method presented in [9].
The minimum degree strength of the EnVision gravity solution is 110 (spatial resolution of 170 km) that is obtained in the southern hemisphere (Figure 1a), and that
corresponds to the maximal degree obtained with the Magellan/PVO solution (in the
near-equatorial areas [12]). In the northern hemisphere, the expected resolution of the
EnVision solution reaches the degree of 160 that enables a spatial resolution of ~120 km
(Figure 1a) over regions covered with the lowest altitude of the spacecraft orbit. The spatial
resolution map strongly depends, however, on the starting epoch of the science phase and
on its initial orbital configuration (see Appendix A and Figure A2).
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surface (Table A3), respectively. This is a significant improvement over the Magellan/PVO
solution, which shows similar errors but at a lower degree of 70 [8].

(a)

(b)

(c)
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Figure
error (1-σ) from the degree 2 to 110. The isocontours of the Venus topography [43] are shown in the background, and (c)
error (1-σ) from the degree 2 to 110. The isocontours of the Venus topography [43] are shown in the background, and (c) the
the Venus topography map (in planetary radius above 6051 km [43]).
Venus topography map (in planetary radius above 6051 km [43]).
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1-σ error of the k2 imaginary part is 0.001, corresponding to 0.1◦ for the tidal phase lag
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error (Table A3). This error can, however, be larger because of the gravity signal due to the
atmosphere (a similar issue arose in the case of Mars [34]).
We also analyzed the effect of the mission duration (4 and 5 cycles or Venusian days
instead of 6) on the performance of the gravity field resolution and accuracy as well as of
the Love number k2 and tidal phase lag solutions. The expected EnVision gravity solution
is mainly affected if only 4 cycles of tracking data are available in the global inversion
(Table A3). This degradation of the gravity field for this shorter mission duration is due
to a less uniform surface coverage of the spacecraft ground tracks during tracking and
an increased percentage of the noisier tracking data collected during solar conjunctions.
A significant impact of the mission duration is also detected for the estimate of the Love
number k2 and tidal phase lag (Table A3).
4. Discussion
These significant improvements expected in the determination of Venus’ gravity
field will allow us to fully characterize the gravity anomalies associated with most of
the geological features, including large tesserae, volcanic rises and coronae, down to a
spatial scale of 200 km. In particular, it will increase the coverage for crustal thickness
estimates [12], as well as the coverage of a high-resolved gravity field above the coronae.
Such a high resolution over the entire planetary surface would allow resolving gravity
anomalies above more than half of the coronae. The latest gravity field solution based on
the combined analysis of Magellan/POV data provides only information regarding 25% of
the coronae [21]. This enhanced coverage of the coronae gravity signatures is required to
fully understand the potential role of these structures to initiate subduction of the Venusian
lithosphere [19].
Moreover, a uniformly high-resolved gravity map will enable the analysis of the lateral
variations of the elastic lithosphere thickness related to local heat flux variations [12,44].
Was the lithosphere thinner in the past, at the time of Tesserae formation and thicker at
the time of more recent volcanic rises formation, or could similar geological features form
above the lithosphere with various thicknesses? By addressing this outstanding question,
we will be able to constrain the heat loss mechanism: episodic vs. equilibrium mode or a
different mode [3].
The most powerful tool to characterize the radial structure of a planet (besides seismology) is its moment of inertia, the calculation of which requires the measurement of
the precession rate. The moment of inertia of Venus has been computed using estimations
of the precession rate derived from Earth-based observations of radar speckles, with an
uncertainty of the order of 10% [45]. However, this is not accurate enough to distinguish
between the different composition models proposed in the literature for Venus that arise
from different accretion scenarios (the two end-member scenarios in terms of FeO mantle
content; therefore, the models proposed by [46,47] are in terms of core size). These models,
combined with two different temperature profiles in the mantle (Earth-like or hotter) and
assuming a core composition similar to Earth’s, yield core radius from 2941 to 3425 km
with corresponding moments of inertia from 0.342 to 0.327 [14]. In our simulations, we
have introduced the estimation of the precession rate from the Envision tracking data. We
found a 1-σ error of 70 arcsec.cy−1 , leading to a significant improvement of the error on
the polar moment of inertia (1-σ = 0.005, which is 1.4% of the central value of the expected
range) that allows a tighter constraint on the core size.
As shown in Figure 2, an accuracy of less than 2% (i.e., of the order of ±0.006) for
the Love number k2 helps to determine bounds on the core size. Assuming a fully liquid
core, a small Love number k2 (0.25–0.27) would be the signature of a core size in the lower
bound (<3000 km) and of an average viscosity of the mantle larger than 1020 Pa s. On
the contrary, a large Love number k2 (0.33–0.35) would be the signature of a large core
(>3300 km) and of low average viscosity of the mantle (<1020 Pa s). Considering a mantle
composition similar to the Earth and intermediate value for mantle viscosity (1021 Pa s), a
low value of Love number k2 (<0.27, see [14]) would indicate that the core is entirely solid,

viscosity values expected from Venus interior models (Table 1 and Figure A3). This expected error on Q will further constrain the averaged viscosity within one order of magnitude (see Figure 4 in [14]) and along with the k2 Love number, and the moment of inertia
will allow us to place even more constraints on the thermal state and composition of the
interior of the planet (Figure 2).
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Table 1. Expected error (1- )
of the EnVision solution and theoretical range ∆Q of the Venus
tidal dissipation factor Q as a function of the average mantle viscosity (see Table A2). The ∆Q
value for each averaged viscosity represents the variation of the viscoelastic deformation of the
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Table 1. Expected error (1-σ) σ Q of the EnVision solution and theoretical range ∆Q of the Venus tidal
dissipation factor Q as a function of the average mantle viscosity (see Table A2). The ∆Q value for
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as follows:
σQ ≈dur2Q2 δe.

5. Conclusions

ing tracking passes dedicated to telemetry and the download of the mission payload data.
Average
σQ (EnVision)
Q ± ∆Q
The numerical simulations
of Viscosity
the EnVision mission scenario
demonstrate the scientific
(Pa.s)

(1-σ)

(Model)

1022

24.5
8.5
2.5
0.9

85 ± 35
50 ± 13.75
27.5 ± 5
16.25 ± 3.75

1021
1020
1019

5. Conclusions
The EnVision Radio-Science Experiment aims at providing global mapping of Venus’
gravity field, including an accurate estimation of the gravitational tides. The experiment is
based on the processing of radio-tracking data acquired by Earth’s ground stations during
tracking passes dedicated to telemetry and the download of the mission payload data. The
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numerical simulations of the EnVision mission scenario demonstrate the scientific achievements that can be accomplished by the Radio Science Experiment with the configuration
under study. The resulting gravity field will provide significant accuracy and resolution
refinements compared to the Magellan/PVO Venus gravity field. A better Doppler tracking
noise (X/X-Ka link against X/X link on Magellan), and especially the six cycles mission
duration (against the three cycles dedicated to the gravity field with Magellan), enables
dramatic improvements in the knowledge of the short-wavelength gravitational anomalies.
A spatial resolution of 170 km is expected globally with local resolutions of 120 km over
extensive regions at mid-latitudes. This improvement will provide highly resolved gravity
anomalies above most of the geological features (volcanic rises, large tesserae and coronae).
The improvement of the solutions of the Love number k2 (0.3% of error), the tidal phase lag
(0.1◦ of error) and the moment of inertia (1.4% of error) will allow us to better constrain
the state and size of the core, as well as the viscosity, thermal state and composition of
the mantle. This improvement of the Venus interior structure will then help to better
constrain the thermal evolution of the planet, providing a valuable contribution to the
EnVision mission.
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Appendix A
Appendix A.1. EnVision Doppler Noise Budget
Table A1. EnVision Doppler noise budget breakdown (two-way X/X-Ka Doppler measurements at
10 s count time).

a
c

Noise Contribution

Ground
Station
Frequency
Stability a

Standard
deviation
(in mm/s)

0.003

Spacecraft
Transponder

0.024

Earth’s
Troposphere

Interplanetary
Plasma

Ground
Station
Mechanical
Noise

Total
Root
Square
Sum (RSS)

0.022

0.027 b
(0.104) c

0.009 d

0.043 b
(0.109) c

Noise due to the frequency modulation/demodulation system at the receiving station.
at Sun-Probe-Earth (SPE) angle of 20◦ . d ESOC, pers. comm., July 2019.

b

at inferior conjunction.
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Appendix A.2. Influence of Starting Epoch of Science Phase and Initial Orbital Configuration
Appendix A.2 Influence
of Starting
Epoch
of Science
Phase
InitialofOrbital
Configuration
The starting
epoch
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number
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affected by superior solar
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mission
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solar
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InteriorStructure:
Structure:Model
Modeland
andSimulation
SimulationResults
Results
Table
associated tidal
tidal dissipation
dissipationfactor
factorQQand
andtidal
tidalphase
phaselag
Table A2.
A2. kk22imaginary
imaginary part
part values
values and
and their
their associated
lag angle values. Each Q value corresponds to the median value computed for four of Venus’
angle ε values. Each Q value corresponds to the median value computed for four of Venus’ average
average mantle viscosity values (see Figure 4 in [14]). The tidal phase lag angle is derived as
mantle viscosity values (see Figure 4 in [14]). The tidal phase lag angle is derived as ε ∼ 1/2Q and
, with k2r being the k2 real part (taken here as
~ /
and the k2 imaginary part as
the k2 imaginary part as k2i = √ k2r2 , with k2r being the k2 real part (taken here as 0.295 [13]).
Q −1
0.295 [13]).
Average
Viscosity
Average
Viscosity
(Pas.s)
(Pas.s)
1022 1022
21
1021 10
1020
1020
1019
1019

Q
85
50
27.5
16.25

ε
(Degree)

Q
85
50
27.5
16.25

(Degree)

0.33
0.58
1.04
1.76

0.33
0.58
1.04
1.76

k2i
0.0034
0.0034
0.0059
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0.0107
0.0182
0.0182
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tions versus the mission duration.
gravity field solution and the error (1-σ) on the expected Love number k2 and tidal phase lag solutions
Mission Duration
versus the mission duration.
Resolution (Accuracy)
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Mission
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100%
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